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Transforming Frustration into Elation
The online world has dramatically changed the way businesses are run. While 

it brings many benefits, customer communication often becomes choppy 

and complex. The results are increased exasperation, lowered loyalty, and 

ultimately a hit to the bottom line.  

IT’S NOT UNCOMMON TO HEAR CUSTOMERS SAY THE LIKES OF:

“ I can’t even find the option you’re telling me to click!”

“ There are so many choices, I feel paralyzed when I look at it all. Help!”

“ I have no idea which forms to fill out. I know I called about this last month, 

but could you help me figure out what to do again?”

Today’s leaders recognize that the use of online visual solutions has gone 

viral. Customers are demanding personalized, humanized interactions with 

the organizations with which they do business. They’re looking for something 

beyond self-service, chat, or a phone call.   

Customers expect businesses to visually engage with them.

THAT’S WHERE GLANCE COMES IN.

Glance Networks’ visual engagement solutions provide a concurrent, real time, 

interactive view of content, regardless of where it resides (within a browser, 

in the cloud, on a desktop, or on a mobile device). The instant clarification of 

conversations between agents and customers results in a dramatic positive 

impact on sales, support, and service results.  

Want to boost customer satisfaction and transform customer experience into 

a competitive asset? Ready to strengthen the lifetime value of your customers 

through personalized online experiences? 

Get started with Glance today.

44% 
Online consumers 

polled said that live 

engagement is one of 

the most important 

features that can be 

offered.  
– eMarketer survey



VISIBLE VALUE

HEALTHCARE

Between a wide range of options and a multitude 

of reforms and regulations, healthcare enrollment 

can be very confusing. Glance visual engagement 

solutions empower agents to walk consumers 

through options and fill out relevant enrollment 

forms, reducing abandons and resulting with 

happier customers, and improved lifetime 

customer likelihood.

FINANCE AND INSURANCE

Explaining or understanding investment portfolios 

is a complex business that can rapidly become 

stressful and emotional. When an advisor 

can provide a personal touch and a means to 

better collaborate online through Glance visual 

engagement solutions, customers feel more 

trusting and confident in making investments. 

TECHNOLOGY/SAAS

Companies that do most or all of their business 

online can find onboarding, training, and 

supporting clients very challenging. Glance visual 

engagement tools enable agents to walk clients 

through complex processes as everyone is in  

the same room, resulting in fewer support calls 

and greater renewal rates.

TRAVEL AND LEISURE

From train systems to airlines to hotels, there is 

a huge increase in the need to manage complex 

transactions online. Glance visual engagement 

solutions simplify and improve customer service 

so businesses can increase customer clarity, 

reduce call time, boost customer satisfaction,  

and lower churn.

RETAIL

The personal touch via Glance visual engagement 

is a critical differentiator for retail operations, 

improving the buying experience for both agents 

and customers. Moreover, businesses who use 

Glance solutions slash through confusion around 

loyalty programs and rewards, extending customer 

experience to new heights.

“At Constant Contact, our customers are our top priority. When they need help, it’s our 
goal to get them an answer quickly—and the Glance for Salesforce visual engagement 

solution has been a great tool in helping us achieve that goal. It has improved our ability 
to resolve issues swiftly within a single call and deliver even more ‘wow’ experiences.”  

– Rick Edwards, Partner Implementation Manager, Constant Contact

SALES

Bringing Clarity to Customer Experience
Leading organizations across the globe use Glance’s visual engagement solutions to create  

competitive differentiation, deliver growth through loyal customers, and recruit newcomers  

who are looking for a compelling service. 

SERVICESENGAGE SUPPORT



The Only Integrated Visual  
Engagement Solution
Glance enables you to move seamlessly between cobrowsing, screen sharing, 

and agent video via smartphone (iOS or Android), tablet, or desktop (Mac or 

PC). Our scalable, reliable solutions integrate with customer-facing platforms 

and tools to provide an instant connection that is secure and effortless, and 

always works.

GLANCE PANORAMA

Glance Panorama is the powerful platform that enables you to integrate 

Glance’s visual engagement tools into your systems. Our patent-pending 

technology enables seamless switching between cobrowsing, screen sharing, 

agent video and mobile showcasing, while masking sensitive information  

from view. 

GLANCE COBROWSE

Glance Cobrowsing puts agents and customers on the same page—literally. 

Agents can easily show their screens, view and control the customer’s screen, 

or guide users by highlighting critical information.

GLANCE SCREEN SHARE

Working outside of the browser, Glance Screen Share lets you show your 

screen or view, control, or highlight the customer’s. Keyless entry instantly 

connects customers no matter what device is being used.

GLANCE AGENT VIDEO

Glance Agent Video lets customers see agents, building trust and credibility. 

It’s simple to embed in any app and it leverages onboard or external cameras.

GLANCE MOBILE SHOWCASE

Glance Mobile Showcase lets agents demonstrate an app, onboard users, or 

resolve a problem directly from a device. Agents can present or demo app 

features, as well as facilitate onboarding and other guided activities.

DATA CAPTURE

Our automated data engine captures session information and can send it to 

any CRM, allowing managers to determine best practices and continuously 

improve processes.

POWERFUL  

PARTNERSHIPS
Organizations integrate Glance visual 

engagement solutions into their customer 

lifecycle solutions, including CRM, 

websites, chat solutions, and more. Our 

strategic partners include:

• Salesforce

• Moxie

• Interactive Intelligence

• SAP

• Genesys

• LiveOps

• Oracle

• Zendesk

CONTACT GLANCE 

TODAY
www.glance.net

1-877-GLANCE-ME


